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Pinball is back! Team building events just got a brand-new name…  

PORTAL PINBALL 

 

After almost dying out, the pinball and video games from “last century’s” arcades are making a comeback! 

Portal Pinball boasts the largest collection of pinball machines in the Metro Atlanta area. We have 20+ pinball 
machines and a dozen retro arcade games. Portal isn’t a smoky bar room, nor is it a place for kids to drop 
quarters to win tickets to exchange for cheap toys--this is Donkey Kong, Frogger, Ms. PacMan and more, all set 
to free-play. Portal is a throwback to arcades of the past, but in a clean, modern setting. It’s vintage pinball 
machines with the bells and pop bumpers alongside brand new releases from as recently as 2017 with current 
pop culture themes that everyone is sure to recognize. 

So, what does all of this have to do with TEAM BUILDING?  

Games have always been great team activities and the hands-on, physical component of pinball takes it to the 
next level. At Portal Pinball, we can structure an event to meet your needs. Are you just looking for some 
respite from the everyday grind? Let’s do a discounted package and the team members can simply play for 
fun! Do you need to focus on teamwork and partnerships? Accountability? Effective communication? Let us 
develop a tournament that challenges your team! 

There are several tournament formats to choose from and we can also customize to help you meet the goals 
of your outing. One of our favorite formats is “Split Flipper,” in which two players work together by each 
controlling one of the flippers on the pinball machine. The next pair of players try to beat the first pair’s score 
and so on. It’s a unique way to practice communication, teamwork, accountability and more but it just feels 
like fun! 

The owner of Portal Pinball, Bryan Broyles, is the 2014 Georgia Pinball Champion. He has organized numerous 
tournaments, including PINVASION, the largest pinball tournament in the southeast. Now he is bringing pinball 
to an even larger audience. Whether it’s the Baby Boomers and Gen-Xers enjoying the nostalgia or a 
contemporary generation of players being introduced to a new genre of gaming, everyone has fun at Portal.  

We invite you to come check us out or contact us for more information. We have options starting as low as 
$10 per person and private rental of the entire arcade starting at $250. We are located one mile off of I-75 on 
Cherokee Street in Kennesaw.  

Thank you for considering PORTAL PINBALL for your next company outing or teambuilder! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Portal Pinball / Bryan and Amanda Broyles 
3600 Cherokee St, Ste 102 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
 


